OPTIMIZE | SERVICES FOR THE NEXT NORMAL

Create Spaces that
Deliver More
Wherever you operate, your spaces should be safe and welcoming places
where people can be productive, healthy and reach their full potential.
As you work to optimize the spaces of your next normal, making the
most efficient use of your resources is crucial to ensuring a smooth
transition and long-term success.
Sodexo has proven experience optimizing performance and efficiency
at enterprise-level scale all over the world. We come alongside you with
informed insights, expert advice and innovative solutions to help you do
more with what you have so you can help people achieve more of what
they want.

Prepare your pathway
for a successful future.
Maximise User
Experience

Minimize Spaces
& Resources

Reengineer Service
Delivery

To overcome the challenges and embrace the
opportunities of our evolving world, operational
optimization is a necessity while taking into account
the new constraints impacting our environment.

Your Partner for the Next Normal
Through our collaborative, consultative approach to optimization, we will help you save
time, money and frustration as you navigate ways to bring the best user experience for
your employees while reducing the usage of resources in an evolving environment.

User Experience
° In-depth user experience assessments
° Employee & visitor analytics and insights
° Design strategy & consulting

Spaces & Resources
° Compliant design of physical distancing & health and wellness layouts
° Process refinement for evolving public health best practices and protocols
° Adjust resources needed to match demand and specific needs

Reengineer Service Delivery
° Operational Excellence approach to focus on value added
° Bringing Innovation and leveraging best practices

Choose a partner with
global perspective and
a local focus

° End to end analysis of flows and processes

Learn more about Sodexo’s site and resource optimization programmes, plus our complete range
of services at sodexorise.ca Email: canada@sodexo.com | Phone: 1-877-632-8592

Solutions to start
and stay strong
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PREPARE
Site and employee restart

PROTECT
Enhanced cleaning and
contactless provision of services

ENABLE
Nutritious to-go/prepared
meals, food cards and
digital services

SUPPORT
Onsite health checks and
wellness services

OPTIMIZE
Physical distancing, space
management/planning and
efficiency services

